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AUTOSCRUBBER 32'' W TRACTION BATT
CHARG 36V - RIDE ON 

  

Description :  

AUTOSCRUBBER 32'' W TRACTION BATT
CHARG 36V - RIDE ON  
  

Codes :  

Reference: JVC32HS
EAN13: GM160
UPC: -  
      

  

Description détaillée :  

Developed primarily for places vast and full as an airport, the JVC32HS is an auto
scrubber full of promises. A whole load of solution water is enough to clean a surface
of more than 6560 square meters an hour. Its Average run-time is the biggest on the
market. This Autoscrubber possesses a large working width of 3 feet and its full tanks
of clean water and recovery allow to work for a long time before to go empty the
recovery tank. This reliable machine is easy to operate without specialized training or
formation because its digital board is elementary. He includes all the operations and
to use them is children play.

Features

Key-type switch
Rider sit and drive like in a car
V-shape squeegee assembly: no stains or waste water residues
Massive solution tank of 130 liters
Big recovery tank of 160 liters
Battery Meter: calculate the working time facilitate the number an hour of use
Digital dashboard easy and simple to use directly on steering wheel
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Brush system with automatic assembly and disassembly design without any
tools
Voltage / Propelling system: 36 V DC / 1200 W
6 Batteries and charger included

Associated Document

 USER GUIDE

Technical Features TitleDescription Brushes 2 of 16" Dimensions L: 65" x W: 37" x H:
57" Cleaning Path 31,5" Squeegee Width 37,75" Brushes Motor 36 V high speed Amer
Suction Motor 650 W and 21 KPa Solution Tank 34 gal (130 L) Recovery Tank 42 gal
(160 L) Noise Level 68 dB Batteries and charger 6 x 200AH@3hr  
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